To the PAPUC
From: Marjorie E. Greenfield
I am a homeowner who installed solar panels on her roof nine years ago. The first SREC I sold brought in $250.00, a small amount compared to the system cost. The price of srecs rapidly declined due to out of state producers flooding the pa market. Today, if I am lucky, an srec will net me 3.00.

The PA legislature passed Act 40 to close the PA SREC market to the flood of out of state producers, just as many other states have, so as to support and more installations of solar power. The proposed rule to grandfather existing out of state systems will completely undercut the intention of the Act. It will discourage investment in the PA solar market, and therefore, discourage the creation of new jobs here in Pennsylvania.

Closing our border to out of state solar will make solar more affordable for more homeowners as well as more attractive to small businesses, thereby increasing the number of jobs for Pennsylvanians and improving our environment.

Please follow the lead of Chairman Brown and Vice-Chairman Place and rewrite the proposed regulation to remove the open door to out of state solar systems. That was the clear legislative intent.